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Driving along Interstate 78 westbound from New Jersey to Pennsylvania just got easier thanks to Open
Road Tolling. KS Engineers, P.C. (KSE) served as the design engineer for a modernized toll facility in
Williams Township, PA owned and operated by the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission. This fasttracked design/build project, built by A.P. Construction, Inc., was opened nearly two weeks ahead of
schedule and allows motorists equipped with E-ZPass® to pay their tolls at highway speeds.
KSE knows that innovative design solutions are necessary to reduce delays and congestion along highways
and roadways. For this project, KSE used a space frame canopy with high-speed transponder readers that
remove the necessity of slowing down or stopping.
The Executive Director of the Delaware River Joint Toll Bridge Commission, Frank G. McCartney, is pleased
with success of the project. “From the raw numbers we have so far, this facility has been working very, very
well,” he said. “The congestion that regularly occurred at the I-78 toll place has vanished. We hope that
these results will encourage more motorists to get E-ZPass® transponders in their vehicles.”
KSE is a leading provider of transportation design services in the tristate area and has the knowledge, skill and experience to engineer
solutions for the most complex transportation challenges. “KSE is
committed to employing innovative design solutions to reduce
delays along highways and roadways,” stated KSE’s President
Kamal Shahid, PE. “We are proud to have worked on this important
project and are pleased that current numbers clearly indicate an
improvement in the driving experience of those who travel the I-78
corridor. For nearly 20 years, KSE has provided design services for
highway and roadway projects, and it is always satisfying to see our
innovative design techniques in action.”
This DRJTBC modernized toll facility is
keeping motorist driving along I-78
westbound from NJ to PA moving.

About KSE
Founded in 1991, KSE is an award-winning, multi-disciplinary MBE providing civil and structural engineering,
land surveying, landscape architecture, construction management and construction support services in New
Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. With a staff of 170 professionals, KSE has provided essential
engineering and construction management services to public and private entities throughout the region.

